Introducing
Fontaine Fifth Wheel
No-Slack® H7
Top Plate

No Slack® H7
Heavy Duty Series

This heavy-duty workhorse replaces both the H5092 and the X5092 models so you can cover more applications with fewer part numbers!

The H7 Series offers all the benefits of the popular Fontaine No-Slack® technology in a steel reinforced cast housing. It easily installs on existing Fontaine mounts, and the enhanced lock design gives you the added benefit of reducing your parts inventory because it uses many of the same kits available for 6000 and 7000 top plates. This rugged top plate is rated for extra heavy-duty to severe-duty in both on-highway and off-highway applications.

Complete Line of No-Slack® H7 Rebuild Kits

- Jaw/Wedge/Springs: KIT-RPR-6000L
- Timer: KIT-TMR-6000
- Knockout Rod: KIT-ROD-1108
- Bumper: KIT-BPR-6000
- Springs: KIT-SPRING
- Secondary Lock Kit: KIT-LAT-6000L
- H7 Pull Handle: KITTPULH7
- H7 Operating Handle: KITOPRH7

All hardware included in each kit

H7 AWB Slide
62,500 lbs vertical load
150,000 lbs drivebar pull

H7 AWX HD Slide
70,000 lbs vertical load
200,000 lbs drivebar pull

H7 PS5 Stationary
70,000 lbs vertical load
200,000 lbs drivebar pull

H7 Blocked
AWB Slide
62,500 lbs vertical load
150,000 lbs drivebar pull

H7 Blocked
PS5 Stationary
70,000 lbs vertical load
200,000 lbs drivebar pull
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